4	ON   PSYCHICAL  ENERGY
known manner of diminishing differences, it is the custom
to effect a theoretically inadmissible compromise by regarding
processes as in part causal, in part final1—a compromise
whereby all sorts of theoretical muddles, are produced, but
which yields, it cannot be denied, a relatively true picture
of reality.2 We must always bear in mind that, despite the
most beautiful coincidence between the facts and our ideas,
our explanatory principles are none the less only points of
view, that is, phenomena of the psychological and aprioristic
conditions under which thinking takes place.
b. The possibility of measurement of psychic quantity
From what has been said it must be sufficiently clear that
every event requires the mechanistic-causal as well as the
energic-final standpoint. Appropriateness, that is to say,
possibility of success, alone decides whether the one or the
other view is to be preferred. If, for example, the qualitative
side of the event comes into question, then the energic view
is of minor importance, because it has nothing to do with the
substance itself, but only with its quantitative movement-
relations. '
It has been much disputed whether or not mental as well as
physical events can be submitted to the energic standpoint.
1 Finality and causality are two possibilities of understanding
that form an antimony. They' are progressive and regressive
interpretations (Wundt), and as such are contradictory. Obviously
this statement is correct only if it is admitted in advance that the
concept of energy is an abstraction that expresses relation. (" Energy
is relation." Ed. v. Hartmann, Weltanachuung der mod. Physik.,
p. 196.) But the statement is not correct if an hypostasized concept
of energy is assumed, as for example in Ostwald's Philosophic der
Werte.
4 " The difference between the teleological and causal view of
things is not a real one dividing the contents of experience into two
disparate realms. The sole difference between the two views is the
formal one that a causal connexion belongs as a complement to each
final connexion; and also, conversely, every causal connexion can be
given, if need be, a teleological form." Wundt, Grundz. der Psych
Bd. iii, p. 737.

